Humans have always both feared and admired lions, tigers,
jaguars and leopards. Big cats have influenced the culture,
mythology and beliefs of the different human societies and
civilisations that lived alongside them.
This exhibition presents over 170 works of art from prestigious
national and international collections that allow an exploration of
the complex symbolisation that these animals have inspired since
prehistoric times.
The exhibition intertwines art history, archaeology, ethnology,
natural science and social sciences. This reveals the thoughts and
belief systems of cultures that were often tinged with an animistic
heritage.
Across the frozen steppes of prehistoric Europe, in the jungles
of pre-Columbian America, along the banks of the Nile or in the
African savanna, humans compared themselves to these wild
and powerful felines in an attempt to define their own place in
the natural world. For hunter gatherer societies there was no
distinction made between nature and culture. On the contrary
these were intimately bound together, the distinction between
human and non-human was blurred.

PREHISTORY

Homo sapiens first arrived in Europe during the ice age,
40 000 years ago. It was during this time, known as the Aurignacian
period, that artists first depicted certain animals on cave walls or as
ivory sculptures. They represented the most imposing species such as
cave lions, a species which disappeared 10 000 years ago.
The Chauvet cave is unique because the cave lion is the most depicted
animal with over 80 representations. This would seem a clear indicator
of the profound fascination felt for this species 36 000 years ago,
when artists carefully observed and then faithfully reproduced in their
drawings an abundance of naturalistic details.
In the Swabian Alps (Germany), mammoth ivory was used to represent
sculpted cave lions. One of these statues depicts a hybrid being with a
human body and a lion’s head. This could be seen as the materialisation
of a form of spirituality where the predator played a significant role
and was perhaps even considered to be man’s equal.
The predominance of non-hunted animal species such as cave lions
in the Aurignacian bestiary and their relative absence in the art of
subsequent cultures would seem to indicate an evolution in thought
patterns and belief systems. After the Aurignacian period, lion
representation was eclipsed by depictions of large herbivores.

Uyan, the frozen lion cub
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Uyan is a cave lion cub that was only a few days old at
the time of its death when the floor of its den collapsed
46 500 years ago. It was discovered in the frozen banks
of the River Uyandina in the Yakutia region of Siberia.
It has been perfectly conserved alongside its brother.
Uyan is an exceptional discovery and one of only four
known frozen specimens.

The Lion Man
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The Lion Man (copy) Hohlenstein-Stadel cave,
Bad-Württemberg (Germany) Mammoth ivory
Ulm Museum.
It has taken over 70 years to painstakingly
reassemble the 300 fragments of this statue.
Does it represent a lion with human features or
a human with lion features? Ancestor, totem,
shaman? The Lion Man possibly depicts a
mythological figure of the Aurignacian period
and bears witness to the fascination felt by these
groups of hunter gatherers for this powerful
predator.

THE NEOLITHIC PERIOD
The Neolithic period marks a drastic shift in living and thought
patterns. Settlement, livestock activities and agriculture
opened a divide between what was wild and natural and
what was domesticated, and implied a change in the mindset
of these new farmers.
The seated woman, a baked clay nude female form that is
roughly 8 000 years old, was discovered in Çatalhöyük, Turkey.
The corpulent morphology is reminiscent of Palaeolithic
Venus figures. It is thought to depict a fertile Mother Goddess
seated on a throne, with feline-headed arm-rests. The
association of fertility and felines might denote the idea of
protection, the feline as guardian, as well as the dominance
and domestication of the natural world.

THE MIDDLE EAST

The lion dominated artistic representation in the Middle East. Lions
were present in the wild in Mesopotamia and Iran until about 2 000
BC. The animal was closely observed by artists and depicted with care
and naturalistic detail.
The depiction of the lion was commonly associated with the idea of
a female divinity. This seems to be a direct legacy from the Neolithic
period. Lion iconography covered the walls of temples and cities such
as Babylon and was directly associated with Ishtar, the goddess of war
and sexuality. Ishtar was frequently represented standing on the back
of a lion, symbolising both her dominance of the natural world and her
protective power.
Only the king was able to confront the lion, underscoring his divine
superiority and legitimising his authority. Spectacular hunting scenes
that took place in the heart of the city depict strong and powerful
Neo-Assyrian kings slaying lions in an allegory of their dominance over
the natural and savage world beyond the kingdom.
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The Ishtar Gate

Lion from the Processional Way, Babylon (Iraq) (copy)
Neo-Babylonian period, reign of Nebuchadnezzar II (604562 BC) Glazed brick
Berlin, Staatliche Museen zu
Museum in Pergamonmuseum.

Berlin-Vorderasiatisches

During the 5th century BC, King Nebuchadnezzar
II built a sumptuous walled Processional Way
in Babylon that led from the Ishtar Gate to the
Ishtar Temple. The walls were covered with the
brick relief images of 120 lions. The rays of the
sun reflecting on the glazed bricks would have
produced a glittering, awe-inspiring effect.

EGYPT
Lions lived in the wild in and around the Nile Valley in Egypt until
the New Kingdom (between 1500 BC and 1080 BC). The animal’s
strength and ferociousness meant that it was one of the most feared
and admired species. The lion was venerated as a sacred animal and
its likeness was assimilated into several divinities. Most of these were
female and they were both tenderer and yet more ferocious than their
male counterparts.
The most renowned lion-goddess was Sekhmet, the goddess of war.
She was both a destructive force and a protective guardian. Her anger
caused death, drought and epidemics. But she was also associated
with the flooding of the Nile that bought life, fertility and renewal.
Her wrath was invoked to accompany the king in battle, but once the
battle was won the warrior goddess would be pacified with offerings
and she would take the form of the tender and maternal cat-headed
Bastet.
The lion symbolised other ideas and values that were subsequently
adopted by Greek and Roman cultures. The sun entered the lion
constellation when the Nile flooded, which created an analogy between
lions and water. Lions often featured on Egyptian temples in the form
of gargoyles that discharged water from the building, reinforcing this
association. Egyptians also believed that lions never slept and therefore
sculpted lion elements on their beds to protect their sleep.

Statue of Sekhmet
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Upper part of a statue of the goddess Sekhmet. Mut Temple,
Karnak (Egypt)
New Kingdom, 18th dynasty, reign of Amenophis/Amenhotep
III (1388-1381 BC)
Granite
Berlin, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin-Ägyptisches Museum
und Papyrussammlung.
The goddess Sekhmet is one of the most important Egyptian
divinities. Over 600 statues, similar to the one exhibited
here, were placed in the Mut Temple at Karnak. Mut was
an ancient Egyptian mother goddess, frequently associated
with Sekhmet.

GREECE AND ROME
According to Herodotus and Aristotle, lions were still living wild in the
mountains of northern Greece until the 5th and 6th century BC. The
lion figure that recurrently featured in the art and literature of the time
is reminiscent of the middle eastern vision of the animal.
Mesopotamian art depicted the predator as the defining essence of
certain female divinities. This theme can be found both in the figure
of Cybele, who personified the wildness of nature and also in various
hybrid beings such as female sphinxes or griffons.
Also of middle-eastern origin is the recurring theme of combat against
the lion. This was separated from its association with royalty and
projected onto hero figures such as Heracles/Hercules who fought
the Nemean lion bare-handed as its equal. The lion was seen as the
counterpart of the hero, a model of nobility, a mirror of desirable
virtues such as courage and tenacity.
During the Roman Empire, the lion was only physically present as a
captive animal used for circus games. The massacre of hundreds of
lions as entertainment was also seen as an allegory of the domination
of the Empire over foreign barbarians and the savagery of the natural
world. This laid down the cornerstone for modern day western thought:
man dominated the natural world.

Heracles/Hercules
Mentioned in Greek literature from Homeric
times, Heracles, son of Zeus and the mortal
Alcmene, is one of the most venerated heroes
of Ancient Greece. As the first of his “12 tasks”,
Heracles needed to confront the Nemean lion,
an invincible beast. Once the lion had been
strangled, the hero appropriated the lion’s skin,
which meant that he in turn became invincible.
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ASIA
Nomadic equestrian steppe cultures made their appearance in Eurasia
during the 1st millennium BC. These steppe empires favoured animal
themes in which felines predominated. Tigers and panther depictions
were used to decorate riding equipment, harnesses and bronze plated
belts. These images reinforced both the protective value of the depiction
and the social status of the bearer.
The animals were often featured in a predatory attitude, about to pounce.
These felines illustrated both the brutality of the natural world as well as
the aggression and courage that these hunter warriors aspired to. The
symbols and images that these steppe cultures created were spread
across the breadth of the Asian continent by the movement of these
nomadic people. The images were progressively adopted and modified
by other cultures.
In China, the use of tiger iconography was clearly influenced by these
steppe empires. During the Han dynasty (206 BC-220 AD) the tiger was
a prominent symbol of strength and protection, and was also associated
with the spirit world.
Amongst the shamanic cultures of the Siberian Taiga, the tiger is still
considered to be a sacred animal, with links to the underworld.

Jade relic
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Relic in the form of a tiger
Western Han dynasty, China (206 BC-220 AD)
White jade.
This white jade object dates from the Han dynasty.
The influence drawn from the animal art of Asian
steppe cultures is clear. It bears witness to the
desire of the Chinese empire to take inspiration
from these warrior peoples to renew their
internal political system. This jade object reprises
the classical codes of steppe art: the tiger is seen
in profile, the mouth is open, and the posture is dynamic.
However, the fineness of the details and the decoration
reveal the work of a Chinese craftsman.

THE AMERICAS
The jaguar is the most powerful South American predator and was also
one of the most common subjects of pre-Columbian art. The jaguar was
thought to have supernatural powers. It was admired for its strength,
agility and speed, and was deified in the form of a hybrid jaguar-man.
Its canines symbolised strength and are visible on depictions of the
mythical ancestors that were venerated by the Moche and Olmec
cultures.
Known for its potency, courage and nobility, the jaguar image was
assimilated and adopted by priests, chiefs and warriors. It was considered
to be the master of the animal world and numerous civilisations in the
Andes and Mesoamerica adopted the jaguar as an emblem of royalty.
The idea that as a nocturnal animal it accompanied the sun during its
journey through the night meant it was also associated with the idea
of sacrifice and death.
At ease underground (in caves), in water and in the air (in trees) the
animal seemed to create or represent a link with heaven and the
underworld. Only the shaman could communicate with the spirit world
by taking on the form of a jaguar.
In Amazonian mythology, animals are humanised and jaguars were
originally human.
The mythology of these cultures is full of stories of the metamorphosis
of jaguars and humans.

Masks
In the modern-day Mexican states of Oaxaca,
Guerrero and Puebla, the jaguar is still regarded
as a figure of fertility. During traditional festivities,
masked dancers celebrate agricultural cycles.
When it is time to sow the seeds, the symbolic
hunting and killing of the jaguar re-enacted
during the dance are thought to guarantee rain
and fertility.
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AFRICA
In the kingdom of Dahomey, in southern Benin (17th-19th centuries) the
king was both a political and religious leader. The kings of the Abomey
dynasty were considered to be the descendants of a mythical ancestor
called Agasu, who was half man, half leopard. The king wore diverse
prestigious objects that evoked the leopard or its spotted fur. Abomey
dynasty court art adopted the lion as the emblem of King Glele (18581889). All depictions of the lion were direct references to the king, be it
on parasol tips, wall hangings, draperies or royal staffs.
Lions are rare in African mask traditions. In Mali, certain masks are worn
by members of secret societies who retain bush magic wisdom. The
masks are used during ritual dancing and religious ceremonies.
Great prestige is associated with lion hunting. Parts of the hunted
animal are worn and bring honour to the wearer, since they are signs of
courage. However, lions and leopards are only hunted in very strict and
codified conditions. The hunters must obey and follow diverse rituals
out of respect for the animal and to ward off the animal’s vengeful spirit.

Portable altar
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Portable altar with a leopard, mythological
ancestor of the royal lineage
Hountondji family workshop
Kingdom of Dahomey (Benin)
Copper alloy, iron
Paris, musée du quai Branly-Jacques Chirac.
This altar with its offering tray is dedicated to
the spirit of the royal ancestor, Agasu. It was
commissioned by King Ghezo of Danhomey (18181858) and was used during annual ceremonies in
the capital, Abomey.
Agasu, the mythological ancestor of the kings of
Abomey, can be seen at the top of the altar. He
was the son of a leopard who mated with Queen
Aja of Togo.

PANTHERA
Panthera is the only non-governmental organisation in the world
dedicated specifically to the conservation of the remaining 40 species
of wild cats and their associated ecosystems.
Panthera uses the expertise of specialised feline biologists to develop
and implement strategies that will help to protect the most threatened
species: tigers, lions, jaguars, snow leopards, pumas and leopards.
Today, more than at any other moment in history, the future of these
felines, who have fascinated mankind over time and across different
continents, is at risk. The cause of this is to be found in the disappearance
of their natural habitats and prey, and the massacres and killings
perpetrated by livestock owners, trophy hunters and poachers.
Wild cats are predators that are at the top of numerous food chains.
To protect them is to protect the vast territories they occupy and thus
protect the other species that share those same territories. These wild
spaces are essential not only for the health of our planet, but also the
health of mankind.

Fake fur
Fake leopard fur (Panthera Pardus)
South Africa 2014
Synthetic hair
Panthera.
In South Africa, 1 500 to 2 500 leopards are
illegally killed each year to meet the local demand
for skins and other body parts used for ceremonial
and religious regalia.
The type of high-quality fake fur shown here is
produced by Panthera as part of the “Fur for
life” program. Fake fur has been adopted by
local communities and makes up over half of the
ceremonial regalia used today.
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Please, return
this visitor’s book at
the end of the visit.
We hope you enjoyed
the exhibition.

